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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C be a small subcategory of an Abelian category. An additive invariant of 
C is a map 
such that if 
93: Ob C -+ G = Abelian group 
O+M’-+M--+M”-+O 
is exact then 
dM) = dM’> + dM”). 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let C be the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces over 
a field k. Then dim, M is an additive invariant. 
Our main interest in this paper is the category of endomorphisms of C which 
we denote by End C. Its objects are the endomorphismsf: M--f M in C and the 
morphisms are the commutative diagrams 
Then y: End C -+ G is an additive invariant if 9)(f) = I + I when- 
ever 
0-M’AMAM”-0 
is a commutative diagram with exact row. 
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EXAMPLE 1.2. If C is again the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces, 
then 
b(f) = det(l + tf>, t an indeterminate, 
is an additive invariant of End C. Its values are taken in the muitiplicative group 
of nonzero rational functions over K. This follows since 
h,(f) = b(f’> . Uf”h 
where f ‘? f, and f n are given in (*). In particular, 73 f and detf, the trace and 
the determinant off, are invariants. 
In a certain sense dim M and h,(f) are the only invariants off : M --j. M in 
Examples 1 .I and 1.2. To make this statement precise we need the notion of the 
Grothendieck group K,(End C). 
1.3. K,(EndC) is the free Abelian group gener 
iS classes [f ] where f: n/l + M is an endomorphism ir 
the subgroup generated by all 
[fl - Cf’l - Cf”l, 
whereJ, f ‘, and f II come from a short exact sequence ( 
Our aim is to compute this group for some categories 
we need another definition. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let A be a commutative ring with identity element 1, 
Then we denote by ,& the multiplicative group 
2 = l+alt$...+a,t” 
0 
! 1 + b,t + ... + b,P 
;a,,bjEA1 
I* 
The statement above, about the category C of finite-dimensional vectorspaces 
over a field R, can be written 
K,(End C) z Z x k”, ) 
with the isomorphism given by 
[n/r L M] F+ (dim M, X,(f)). 
This was proved by Kelley and Spanier [l4] in 1968, using a somewhat 
different notation. Challenged by the motto “Everything you can do for vector 
spaces you can do for finitely generated projective modules,” the present author 
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has generalized this result to C = P(A) = the category of finitely generated 
projective A-modules for any commutative ring A (see Almkvist [2]). 
In Section 2 some elementary general results are given, e.g., K,(C) is always a 
direct summand of K,(End C). It can be identified with the zero maps. An exact 
functor F: C + D induces a homomorphism F,: K,,(End C) - K,,(End D). 
In Section 3 the notion of characteristic polynomial X,(f) is generalized to 
any f: P -+ P where P E P(A). Also, for an endomorphism of a module having a 
finite projective resolution, the “characteristic polynomial” is defined as an 
alternating product, but it turns out that this rational function is always a 
polynomial. 
The result mentioned above, that [P +f P] w ([PI, A,(t)) defines an isomor- 
phism 
K,(End P(A)) 2 K,(A) x A,, , 
can be used to define a ring structure on A”, . Define *-multiplication by 
&(f) * h(g) = Uf Og). 
The ring A, is isomorphic to a subring of W(A), the Witt ring of A. 
Let M(A) denote the category of all finitely generated A-modules. If A is a 
regular commutative ring then K,(End M(A)) is known (it is isomorphic to 
K,(End P(A))), but if A is not regular the computation of this group is more 
difficult. For A Artinian and certain cases of one-dimensional A the group 
K,(End M(A)) k is nown. Thus Horstmann [13] examined the case in which A is 
the coordinate ring of an irreducible affine curve over an algebraically closed 
field. This result is slightly generalized here. If y: A + B is a ring homo- 
morphism then [f] N [la Of] induces a map 
y.+: K,,(End P(A)) -+ K,(Ed P(B)). 
If, furthermore, B is a finite free A-module then restriction fscalars gives a map 
y*: K,(End P(B)) -+ &(End P(A)) 
going the other way. It is shown that the restriction f~JJ* to B, is the norm map 
Section 4 treats ome other categories, e.g., torsion modules over a Dedekind 
domain and the category of coherent sheaves over a complete R-variety (K = alge- 
braically closed field). 
In Section 5 higher invariants of endomorphisms are considered. This should 
be understood in the following way. The category of endomorphisms of the 
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finitely generated A-modules, End M(A), is suitable for the higher K-theory of 
uillen. The group Ki(End M(A)) is “computed” as the cokernel of a map 
where S is the multiplicative set of monk polynomials in ia[tj. 
When A is a field more explicit results are obtained, and when A is a finite 
is completely known for all i. 
Finally, in Section 6 a list of unsolved problems is recorded. 
2. GENERAL Rmxx3 
In this section we prove some elementary results for general End 
Let C be an additive subcategory of an Abelian category. Then KO(End C) is 
defined as in the Introduction and K,(C) is defined similarly (ignore the endo- 
morphisms). 
b53POSITION 2.1. K,(C) is a direct summand of K~(~~d 
P9OOf” efine the maps 
K&End C) + K,,(C) 
7r([ML M]) = [M] 
and 
Then clearly the maps are well defined and T 0 $ = id, so K,( 
) is identified with the zero maps in KO(End 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let Co denote the dual category of 
Ko(End C). 
P900$ Map M -+f M to M e--f0 M. Q.E.D. 
SPROPOSITION 2.3. K,(End(Cr x C,) g K,(End 
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Proof. Define the map 
that is clearly an isomorphism. 
Next we turn to the functorial behavior of &(End .). Let 
Q.E.D. 
F:C+D. 
be an exact functor between categories suitable for defining K,,(End .). Then F 
induces a homomorphism 
F,: K,(End C) + K,,(End D) 
defined byF,([f]) = F(f). S ince F is exact, exact sequences are preserved by F 
and F, is well defined and additive. We collect some consequences of the defini- 
tion. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (a) Let C _tF D --jG E be two exact fzcnctors. Then 
(GoF), = G, OF,. 
(b) Let F, F’, F”: C -+ D be exact functors such that 
is exact. Then 
O+F’-+F-+FN-+O 
F, = F; + F!: K,(End C) -+ &(End D). 
(c) O+F,-+F,p,+- ... + F, --+ 0 be an exact sequence of exact functors 
Fi: C + D, wheTe D is Abelian. Then 
go (-l>iFi, = 0. 
(d) LetF:C-+DbeanexactfunctorandletF=F,,3Fl3*~~>F,==O 
be aJiltration of F such that Fi and F,/F,+, aye exact for i = 0, I,..., n - 1. Then 
12-l 
Fe = c (Fi/Fi+d. . 
i=O 
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Proof. (b) Let f: M + A4 be given in End C Then we have an exact 
commutative diagram 
0 - F’(M) --F(w -F”(M) ___f 0 
0 
Hence 
V’(f)1 = V?f)I C F”‘(f)~ 
in K,(End C); i.e.; F*[f] = Fk[f] + FG[fj for al? [J]. 
(c) follows from (b) by splitting the long exact sequence into short ones. 
Since is iZbelian the necessary kernels and cokernels exist. 
(d) We have 
Applying (b) we get 
n--l n-1 
c (FiIF,,,), = C (Pi* - F(,++> = F, . 
i=l i=O 
4.bROLLARY 2.5. (a) If F s G then F, = G, ~ 
(b) If C and D are equivalent categories then K,(End 
(a) 0 -+ 0 + F Z- G -+ 0 is exact and hence 
F, = G, + 0, = 6,. 
(b) Let C zGF D be functors such that G OF G 1, and F 0 G s I,, 
Then 6, 2 F, = id and F, 0 6, = id. Q.E.D, 
EXilMPLE 2.6. Let v’: A -+ B be a ring homomorphism of commutative 
rings (p(1) = 1). Then F = B @A is an exact functor 
If B is A-flat, then 
F: P(A) -+ P(B). 
is exact. In both cases we get induced maps between the Grothendieck groups 
of endomorphisms (see Theorem 3.3). 
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3. ENDOMORPHISMS OF FINITELY GENERATED MODULES 
OVER A COMMUTATIVE RING 
3.1. The Characteristic Polynomial 
In this section, A will denote a commutative ring with identity element 1. We 
will use Bass’ notation: 
M(A) = the category of finitely generated A-modules, 
P(A) = the category of finitely generated projective A-modules, 
H(A) = the category of finitely generated A-modules, M having a finite 
resolution 
with all Pi in P(A). 
To begin, we study the invariants of an A-linear map f: P+ P with P in 
P(A). Let A be an indeterminate. We define the characteristic polynomial X,(f) 
off by the formula 
h,(f) = 1 Tr(Ay) ti 
i>O 
where Tr denotes the trace. Another way to get h,(f) isthe following. There is an 
A-module Q such that P @ Q g A” is free. Extend f to P @ Q by the zero map 
and define 
This is independent of the choice of Q and agrees with the previous definition 
(see Almkvist [l]). If 
is a commutative diagram in P(A) with exact row, then 
h(f > = Uf’) . Uf”); 
i.e., ht is additive on short exact sequences in End P(A). It is possible to extend 
the notion of the characteristic polynomial to endomorphisms of modules with 
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finite resolutions in P(A). Letf : M ---f M be A-linear with M in 
have a resolution 
and we define 
It is proved by Almkvist [l] that the alternating product does not depend on rhe 
choices of the fi’s and thus h,(f) is well defined. Some years ago J- E. Bjiirk 
asked whether I knew an example where h,(f) was not a polynomial. This 
question is answered by the next result. The author’s first proof was only for a 
reduced ring, but thanks to suggestions by II. IX Foxby it was extended to all 
rings. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be any commutative ring and let f: M--t M be an 
A-linear map where pd, M < CO. Then h,(f) z’s a polynomial. 
Proof We first assume that A is Noetherian. Let T be the set of nonzero 
divisors of A and consider the total quotient ring Q = T-IA. let m = T-19 
be a maximal ideal in Q. Then we may assume that Q is a maximal ideal in A and 
q E Ass, A. Now Qm = T-lA,-l, g A, and 4 E Ass, A. It follows that depth 
&, = depth A, = 0. Let now M be an A-module with pdA M < CD. Then 
pdr-;, T-IM < CO and also pdorn(T-IM), < CD. By the Auslander 
formula 
pd,(T-rM), + depthom(T-lM), = depth Qm = 8. 
ence (T-lM), is free for every maximal ideal m of Q. It follows that T-Ill4 is a 
projective Q-module. 
Now let f : M -+ M be A-linear and assume that 
with ai ) bj in A. 
If we tensor with the flat A-module Q, we get (Almkvist [l, Corollary 5.131) 
X,“(f) = X,Q(f@ I,) = 1 + c,t + ... + C$+“, 
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where ci EQ. It follows that 
1 + alt + **- + a&” = (1 + b,t + *.. + bmt”) (1 + $t + ‘.* + CJ”) 
and 
a2 = b2 + blcl + c2 , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a,=b,+b,-,c,+ ~.~+bl~,-l+~,. 
We conclude that cr , ca ,..., c are all in A and hence h*“(f) E A[t]. Thus we are 
done for A Noetherian. 
Now let A be any commutative ring and f: llJ-+ M and A-linear map with 
a resolution 






Let B C A be the subring of A generated by 1 and the coefficients ofthe h,(fi)‘s. 
Then B is Noetherian. Restriction of scalars to B still gives a commutative 
diagram and by the first part of the proof 
h,(f) = I”r A,(fyi 
i=O 
is a polynomial in B[t] and hence in A[t]. Q.E.D. 
We define a ring A to be regular if M(A) = H(A). This is the case if A is 
Noetherian and all the local rings A, are regular in the ordinary sense. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be regular and f : M+ M an A-linear map where M 
is jinitely generated. Then h,(f) is a polynomial. 
3.2. The Grothendieck Ring K,(End P(A)) 
We state the main theorem of Almkvist [2]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A be any commutative ring. Then the map 
rf: P-PI* (PI> b(f)) 
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is alz isomorphism 
K, End P(A) z K,(A) X x0 . 
He~e K,(A) is the ordinary Gothendieck group of 
B = I+alt+**.+a,tn 
0 
! 1 + b,t + -1. + b,t* 
; ai , bj E A 
i 
is the multiplicative group of fractions with constant terms 1, 
This result was re-proved by Grayson [IO], using Quillen’s K-theory. 
In ije”o we can define a c-multiplication by 
Then A0 becomes a commutative ring with identity element 1 + t (see [l, 
p. 2751). The *-multiplication is rather complicated, e.g., 
(1 f a,t + a@ + a.@) * (1 +- b,t + b,P + b3t3) 
= 1 + a,b,t + (a,2b, f a,b,2 - 2a,b,) t2 + (a13b, + a,b,s + aIa,b,b, 
- 3a,a,b, - 3a,b,b, + 3a,b,) t3 + ... + a,2a,b32b,ts + a,3b,3tg. 
The h-operations X,(f) I+ X,(/l”f) make A0 ’ mto a h-ring (see Atiyah and Tali 
[4, p. 2571). 
The structure of the ring A”, seems to be completely known only in two cases. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (i) Let k be an algebraically closed jeld. Tken the map 
i=l 
defines ring isomorphism 
where the latter ring is the group Gzg of the m~zti~licative group k” = k - ( 
nonzero elemelzts in k. 
(ii) Let R be the field of real numbers. Then L@, is t e free Abeliaian grou? 
generated by the “half plane” (h E 6; h # 0 and 1x1 h > > where X and A are 
identijied. The ~-multiplication is given by 
(1) X~,~=X~ifXand~arereal 
(2) X*1U=X~+lj12ifhE[WandtL~W, 
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(3) h * ,u = A,u + $i if X # p and both are nonreal, 
(4) h * h = 2 1 h 12 + A2 if x $ R. 
Proof. (i) We only have to check that the map preserves multiplication on 
the generators 
(ii) The Abelian group I&, is free, generated by polynomials of the form 
or 
1 + at, where a is real, 
(1 + At) (1 + w, where ImX >O. 
We define the map by 
1 + at + a, 
(1 + At) (1 + It) +h, 
and we must show that it is multiplicative. We only do cases (3) and (4) (the 
computations are done in 6,). Let p # h with Im h, Im p > 0. By the distribu- 
tive law we have 
((1 + At) (1 + Jw) * ((1 + 4 (1 + P)) 
= (1 + Apt) (1 + &it) (1 + A/Tit) (1 + xpt> t-+ h/J + h/C 
Putting h = p we get 
Remark 3.5. The ring (Z/22), has zero divisors, e.g., 
(1 + ts> * (1 + t + t”)/(l + ty = 1. 
This example works for any ring of characteristic 2. 
The ring A”s is closely related to the Witt ring W(A). The latter is defined in 
the following way. 
W(A) = {(xi):; xi E A}. 
Addition and multiplication are defined such that the nth ghost component 
x = (xi); w gh,(x) = c x;‘~ 
din 
is a ring homomorphism for all n. 
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Let A = (1 + a, $ t + a2t2 + ‘.-; ai E A) be the ring of formal powers 
series with constant term 1 equipped with addition (= ordinary rn~~t~p~icat~o~~ 
and *-multiplication (induced from the subring &). 
hen 
(i@ b+ fi (1 + x,t”) 
i=l 
is a ring isomorphism 
W(A) I-+ A 
If, furthermore, A contains rational numbers then both rings are isomorphic 
quences under component wise addition and muhi- 
ence the ring A,, can be viewed as a subring of the Witt ring W(A). 
The ring K,,(End P(A)) h as a lot of operations and via isomorphism these 
can be transported to A”, and A” = W(A). C onversely, given an operation on A0 , 
we get one on the endomorphism side also. Some examples are given in the 
following table. 
~*Lfl = Vn(l + at) = 1 + atn (additive] 
.*..... 
Ani exterior power 
Pf symmetric power 
P”;f divided power 
1 + alt + -I* + a,P++ I + a,h + 
0.” $ an/P “substit~tion,“inihere 
h = b,t + - ~ - + bmt” is given. 
Note that Fn is also mu Itiplicative. There are several formulas connecting these 
operations, e.g., 
(1) ?F,v+s = % 
Fl 1 0 0 
27;; Fl 2 0 : 1 
(2) ?2EA”= 
Fs p2 Fl 3 0 
. . . . . (Newton’s form&s), 
. . . - Fl n-l 
Fn F,-, * * F, Fl I 
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(3) vm c v, = v,wc 
(4) F,,, c F, :.z Fm, 
(5) F~oV,~ImoF;,if(m,n)~l. 
These identities can be checked on whatever side it is most convenient. It is 
an interesting problems to determine “all operations” (see Section 6, Problem 8, 
for a more precise statement). 
Remark 3.6. V,f is in some sense an nth root off since it can be identified 
with the endomorphism X on the module 
wfl/(x” - f )* 
This and similar results are found in a note by Grayson [I 11. 
3.3. Change of Rings 
Let v: A -+ B be a ring homomorphism between commutative rings (q(l) =: 
1). Then the tensor product 
induces a map 
y*: &(End P(A)) -+ K&End P(B)), 
(FE P(A) 3 P On B EP(B)). Then r+~* is a ring homomorphism. Since 
p+(@) = OpaAe, vx induces a map A,, --f 8, that we also denote by v+ . 
Considering the commutative diagram 
we get 








9+(1 + aIt -I- **- + ant? = w.V(f 1 = Wvdf)) = Mf 0 1~) 
by [l, 3.11. 
= y(htA(f)) = 1 + da,) t .I- 1.. f v(an) tn 
In some cases there is a map going the other way. Assume that B is a free 
A-module, say B z An (e.g., B = A[xJ/f, where f is a manic polynomial of 
degree n). Then “restriction of scalars” gives a ring homomorphism 
@: F&(End P(B)) -+ K,(End P(A)). 
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Again the zero map goes to the zero map and we get an induced map 
Pro@ Proposition 3.7 is almost precisely Proposition 6 of Bourbaki [7> 
Chap. III, p. 1121, but we go through the proof using only Lemma 1 on the 
same page. 
Consider the diagram 
Given u = 1 + b,t + -.* + b,t’ in & , we can write u = &a(f), where 
f= 




. . 0 4, 
is an (r x r)-matrix over B. Consider now 9?*(j), that is, f as an A-module 
homomorphism. Then each bi: A” --f An is an (n x n)-matrix over A and y*(j) 
is an (W x Izr)-matrix. But all the hi’s and the I = (a x %)-unit matrix commute 
with each other. Hence we can use Bourbaki’s lemma and obtain 
P*(U) = k%*(f) = debrdlh3 + t~*ff) 
= det,[,l(l + bit + ... + h.tT) = ~BI~II.,&~- 
3.4. K,(End M(A)) 
In this section we compute &(End M(A)) f or certain rings. The general case 
seems to be difficult unless the ring A is regular, (see 12, pp~ 378, 3841). 
PROPOsITrON 3.8. If A is regular then 
.K,(End M(A)) s K,(End P(A)) s K,-,(A) X & . 
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PROPOSITION 3.9. If A is Artinian, then 
K@nd M(A)) = KWJW x (G))o , 
where J(A) is the Jacobson radical of A. 
Thus the case dim A = 0 is settled and it is natural to ask what happens when 
A is a nonregular ring of dimension one. The author has computed K,(End 
M(A)) when A is the coordinate ring of the cusp x3 = ys (see [2, p. 3871). This 
result was essentially generalized by Horstmann [13], who solved the problem 
for any irreducible curve over an algebraically closed field. With her permission 
we reproduce most of her proof here, except that we assume that the field is not 
necessarily algebraically closed. The proof is rather technical and requires 
some machinery. 
Let f: M + M be A-linear with lki’ finitely generated. Then there is a manic 
polynomial 2 such that q(f) = 0 (see [I, p. 2781). Now consider M as an A[t]- 
module with the action t . x = f(x) for x E M. Then we have 
End M(A) = (ME M(A[t]); PM = 0}, 
where S = the set of manic polynomials in A[t]. 
Assumption 1. From now on we assume that A is a Noetherian domain of 
Krull dimension one. 
We use filtration by support according to Claborn and Fossum [X] (see also 
1171, p. 130). Set 
Ni = {ME M(A[t]); S-IM = 0 and MD = 0 if ht p < i, p E Spec A[t]f. 
Then Na = 0 since dim A[t] = 2, and we get End M(A) T Nl 3 N, 3 N3 = 0. 
N, is a Serre subcategory of N, . Furthermore, every object in the quotient 
category N,/Na has finite length (see [13]), and using a result by Heller [12] we 
get an exact sequence 
fWJW - a &(W -2 K’YNJ - ’ KdN,IN,) - 0. (*) 
We want K,,(N,), but first we compute all the other groups. We introduce some 
more notation. For i = 1,2 we put Di = D,(A[t], S) = the free Abelian group 
on the set of all prime ideals p in A[t] such that ht p = i and p contains a manic 
polynomial. 
If p is a prime ideal in A[t] we denote by K(p) the residue field of p, i.e., 
K@) = quotient field of A[t]/p. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. (a) K,(N,/N,+,) s Dd , with the isomorphism given by 
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The proof is found in [2, p. 3861 or in [13]. 
We now go back to the exact sequence (**)* Since Ks( 
we get a splitting 
e) = D, is free, 
To proceed, we need to describe the maps. But first we “resolve the singula- 
rities” by taking the integral closure A’ of A. 
~~~~~~~~~~ 2. A’ is finitely generated as A-module (A is a Mori ring). 
In general if we have a finite ring homomorphism y: A --j. 
scalars” gives rise to a homomorphism 
v*: K,(End M(B)) -+ K,,(End 
This could be called a “generalized norm,” since whenever A ancl are regu.lar 
cp* is partly the norm NB~tj,A[t~ , (see Proposition 3.7). 
In our case we get an induced map of the whole exact sequence (**). 
enote by 
; = {M E MA’[t]; S’lW = 0 and M, = 0 if ht p < ijs 
where s’ = the set of manic polynomials in A’[t] = the integral closure of A[z], 
Observe that A’ is a Dedekind domain and hence regular. Hence 
K,(N;) = K&End M(A’)) s K,(End (A’)) g KO(A’) x A;, 
and all groups are known except the wanted KO( 
continue by describing the maps. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 I. 01 is the norm map 
iv lc(i)iic(~‘n~;tl) : k(p’)” -+ h(p’ n A[t])* 
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on each of the components of 
and it is the xepo map 
k(P’) *--+ h”(d when q # p’ n A[t]. 
Proof. It is shown in [13, 4.10, 4.111 that each element in K,(N,/N,) can 
be written GF E k(p’), w h ere U; @are nonzero elements in A’[t]/p’ with htp’ = 1 
and p’ n 5” + +. In other words, an automorphism of a simple object A’[t]/p’ is 
a diagram 
6’ WI/P’ - A’[t]/p’ 5 A’[t]/p’, 
where the maps are multiplication by B and ti, respectively. Since both OL and 
iv = Nw~s) are multiplicative it is enough to prove CX(U) = N(B). We may 
even assume that u E A[t] because every element in A’[t] is a fraction of elements 
in A[t]. 
Let n = [k(p’): k(p)] where p = p’ n A[t]. Then N(C) = ZP since JE A[t]/p. 
Hence we need to show 01(c) = P E K(p)*. To do this we have to view A’[t]/p’ 
as an A[t]-module. We find all its simple Ni/N, objects. Now 
ml/2 c-+ @l/P 
if and only if 4 E AssAltl A’[t]/p’ C ~upp~[~l A’[t]/p’ = V(p). We also require 
ht 4 = 1; it follows 4 = p. Here we see that the image of & is zero in the other 
components K(p)* where 4 $; p. Now we filter A’[t]/p’ by 
0 - &l/P - A’[t]/p’ - Nl - 0 
1 
zi. le. lE. (1) 
0 -m/P y-3 A’[t]/p’ - Nl - 0. 
But Ass,rtl Ni _C Ass,[,l A’[t]/p’, so we can continue this process until we get 
0 -m/P -+Nm~,---+-N,-0 
LG. LG. ). (2) 
0 --+ A[t]/p - Nmml ------Y N, - 0, 
where N,-r is simple in N1/N2 . This means that (N,)@ = 0 for all p with 
ht q ,< 1, i.e., N, E N, and N, = 0 in Nr/N2 . Hence in K,(N,/N,) we get 
a@i]) = [ii] + ... + [IT] = iim, where m = Z,(A’[t]/p’). 
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To finish the proof we only have to show that 
Tensor all the diagrams (I) ... (2) with @a[t~i?, k(p). Then N, Qa[tjiD Q) = 0 
since (.?Vm)9 = 0. Hence 
dh(,) (~‘[tlb’ AC&k(~)) = m 
and we finish by showing 
A’[t]/p’ @ k(p) = k(pj). 
A[t]l?, 
But this follows from [7, Proposition 2, p. 3291 applied to A[t]lp + A’[t]/p’ with 
S = A[t]/p - (0) and S’ = A’[t]/p’ - (0). 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let k be an algebraically closed$eld and A the coordinate 
ring of an irreducible a@ze cwve over k. Then the map CI is surjective. 
Proof. We must show that the norm map is surjective. ut k(p) is a field of 
transcendence degree one over k and k(f) is a finite algebraic extension 5f 
k(p). BY W, P. 11, 9, 101, 0) is G , which implies that iVk(gr),k(ll) is su 
(2) p: 0; + D, is given by ,kI(p’) = [k(p’): k(p)] (p), wherep = p’ n A[t]. 
BooJ The isomorphism K&N,) + D, is 
where the sum runs over primes q in Aft] of height 2 such that q n S # 4~ Ht 
follows that 
PW = z, U~‘[~llP’) (4 . 
4 
But I,(A’[t]/p’) # 0 if and only if 
4 E sqp 4’[W > i.e., q 2 Ann,&‘[S]/p’ = p’ C-I A[t] = p. 
But ht q = 2 means that both q and p are maximal and hence q = p. Finally 
U~‘[W’) = WP’): k(p)1 
finishes the proof. 
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(3) Since K,(N;) = K,,(End M(A’)) th e map y is nothing but a considera- 
tion of an A’-linear map f: M -+ &Z as an A-linear map by restricting the scalars 
to A. This will work since we assume that A’ is finite over A. (In particular, it 
follows that S’-llV = 0 implies S-lM = 0.) 
(4) The maps p and v are induced by the functors 
respectively (similarly for p’ and v’). We have v[M] = C, Z,(M) (p), where 
htp = 1 andp n S # 4. For the map 8 we refer to [13, Chap. 51. 
Our aim is to compute Im p. We start by finding Im $. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Imp.’ = Pit A’. 
PTOO$ Let [A’[t]/q] be a generator of K,(N& i.e., q is maximal (ht q = 2) 
and q contains a manic polynomial. Now p = q n A’ is a prime in A’ and 
htp = 1, i.e., p is maximal. Then A’/p is a field and q = (p, f) where f is a 
manic polynomial in A’[t] such that f is irreducible in (A’/p) [t]. We have 
,u’: K,(N.$ --f K,(Ni) is induced by the inclusion Ng + N; and hence p’(A’[t]/q) 
is LWlql = [A’[MP~~)I = [Ml considered in K,(Ni) = K,(End M(A’)). 
Now M = A’[t]/(p, f) has torsion as an A’-module since any nonzero element in 
p kills M. We shall consider the A’[t]-module M as an A’-linear map g: M + M 
by g(x) = tx. But then 
P’(M) = (PfJY Md) 
= ([Ml, 1) E K,(End M(A’)) z K,,(End P(A’)) s K&A’) x AA 
since h,(g) = 1 whenever M has A/-torsion (see [2, p. 2861). 
Hence p’(M) E &(A’) = 2 x Pit 4’ since A’ is a Dedekind domain, But 
.&&(A’) = G,,(A’) is generated by all [A’/p] where p is a prime ideal in A’. We 
have 
V/PI = LWI/(P, t>l = P’(LWII(P~ 91) 
for all p # 0 in spec A’. Hence Im p’ contains all [A’/p] where p f 0. It follows 
that Im p’ = Pit A’. Q.E.D. 
Next we consider the image of ,& 
PROPOSITION 3.14. For each prime p in A[t] with ht p = 2 and p n S # D’ 
define 
n2, = g4W’): 4~)l) 
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$QY all p’ Zaz Spec A’[t] lying ove7 p. Then 
Pmof. According to Section 2 we have ,B(p’) = [k(p): k(p)] (p) if p’ lies 
over p. There are only finitely many p”s lying over p. ‘Fhe subgroup of Im /3 
containaed in ((p)) will then be the cyclic group generated by 
Furthermore all n,(p) will occur by the Going Up Theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.15. Assume further that A is a finite k-algebra where k is an 
~~g~~~~~c~~~~ closed $eld. Then /3 is surjective. 
Pr-oaf Both k(p’) and k(p) are finite algebraic extensions of K and hence equd 
to k. Hence [k(p’): k(p)] = [k: k] = 1 and nD = 1. 
Remark 3.16. If the local ring A[$, is regular then n, = 1. This follows 
since A[t], is integrally closed and hence k(p’) = K(p). It follows &at later we are 
only interested in the singular points of the cylinder Ait]. 
By Proposition 2.1 we have a split surjection 
defi 
Let 
Ko(N1) = K,(End (A)) - G,(A) + 0 
y [M -+f M] F+ [Ml, where the splitting is given by [M] t+ [M-+-a Mj. 
e the quotient field of the domain A. Then A 4 K induces a splitting 
G,(A) -+ G,(K) = Z + 0. 
Call the kernel C?,(A) such that 
G,(A) = Z 0 f?‘,(A). 
Hence G,(A) is a direct summand of K,(N,). Consider nom the commutative 
diagram 
0;. -f-+ K,(N;) 
4 ly 
Then l[m(p o ,B) = Im(y o I*‘) = y(Pic A’) C r(G,(A’) C G,(A) since y maps zero 
maps to zero maps. We even get 
Im(v o P> c GW 
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since Pit A’ = GO(A’). 
On the other hand, we have 
Im p 2 es(A). 
Indeed, let p be any prime in A of height 1. Then ht(p, t) = 2 in A[t] and 
b4LJA[~ll(P~ t)l) = /4Wl(P> 2) A 4WP, 91) = /W/P 5 A/PI) 
= [A/p] in GW 
Hence Im p contains all [A/p], where htp = 1 which generate Go(A). 
CLAIM. 
G,,(A) n D1 = (O}. 
Pef. Let [A/PI = [A[fll[~, 41, h w ere ht p = 1, be a generator of Go(A). 
Considering this in D, we get 
c WljMP, 9 +I)> 
4 
I) 
where ht q = 1 and q n S + 4. But l,(A[t]/(p, t)) # 0 only if qZ (p, t), which 
contradicts the fact that ht q = 1 since ht(p, t) = 2. 
We are now ready to state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.17. Let A be a Noetherian integral domain of dimension one such 
that the integral closure A’ is$nite ova A. For each prime p in A[t] let 
n, = g.c.d.(k(p’): k(p)), 
where p’ runs through the primes in A’[t] lying ova p. 
Further, let D, be the free Abelian group generated by all primes p in A[t], where 
ht p = 1 and p contains a manic polynomial. Then 
K&End M(A)) = co(A) @ D, @ G, 
where G is an Abelian group generated by all primes p in A[t] with ht p = 2, p 
contains a manic polynomial and Art], is nonregular. In G we have the relatiolz 
n,<p> = 0 (there may be more relations). In particular, G is a torsion group. 
Before the proof we state a corollary. 
THEOREM 3.18 (V. Horstmann). Let A be the coordinate ring of an a@ne 
irreducible curve ovm an algebraically closed jield. Then 
K,(End M(A)) g co(A) @ D1 . 
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Proof. The assumptions in Theorem 3.17 are satisfied since A is a finite 
k-algebra. Furthermore all n9 = 1 by Corollary 3.15 and hence G = 
RooJo~ Theorem 3.17. By the discussion above we have two direct summands 
D, and G,(A) of K,(N,) with zero intersection Hence 
where Im p = G,(A) @ G. Consider G as the kernel of the map 
Im p + Im y/GO(A). 
Then G is generated by all (p) with ht P = 2 and 9 n S f $ (identify p with 
p(p))). Furthermore by Proposition 3.13 
so n,(p) is zero in G. By Remark 3.16, 5 = 1 if A[t], is regular the generator 
(p) = 0 in this case. 
4. OTHER CATEGORIES 
In this section we compute the Grothendieck group of the endomorphisrns 
,of some categories not treated above. By either restricting the objects (e.g., 
torsion-modules) or the endomorphisms considered (e.g., nilpotent endomor- 
phisms) we can construct numerous problems. A couple of them are solved 
here. Another possible generalization is to consider coherent sheaves instead of 
finitely generated modules. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a Dedekind domain denote by TorsjA) the category of 
forsion A-modules. Then 
ht P=I 
wlzere D(A), the free Abelian group of the divisors of A and p, runs tk~ough the 
pri-me ideals of height 1. 
ProoJ Let f: M-t M be an endomorphism of a torsion A-module M, 
the structure theorem for such modules we have 
with p E Spec A has height 1. 
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If g: A/p” -+ A/q” is a homomorphism where p # q then g = 0. This follows 
from the following argument. If y = g(x) then puy = 0 and qy = 0. But 
P u + qV = A implies y = 0. Hence f = @9f(s) , where f(?)): M(,) -+ M(P) with 
Mc~) an (A/p)-module. So 
End(Tors A) g @ End P(A/p) 
ht D=l 
and 
KdEnd TorW) = 0 
ht ~11 
KdEnd W/P)) e ,tqcl (2 63 (%h) - 
The isomorphism is given by 
The image in the first component will be the divisor group D(A) = K,(Tors(A)) 
(see [7, p. 5281). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let C be the category of jnite Abelian groups. Then 
fG(End C) = Q+ @ @ (%h, 
?, 
where Q+ is the multiplicative group of positive rational numbers. The first compo- 
nent of the map is [M -+f M] F-+ 1 M j = the order of the$nite group M. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let C be a k-category, i.e., C is Abelian and Hom,(M, N) 
is a$nite-dimensional vector space over k (k = Jield). If k is algebraically closed thert 
K,(End C) c K,(C) x (K,(C) q A,,) . 
Proof. We begin by finding the generators for K,,(End C). Let f: M + M 
be an endomorphism in C. Now Homc(M, M) is a finite-dimensional vector 
space over k so f must satisfy a manic equation q(f) = 0, where 
q(t) = fi (t - hip, 
i=l 
since k is algebraically closed. We continue just as in the proof of the Jordan 
decomposition theorem. Put 
Mi = u Ker(f - hilMM)Y+ 
IZI 




where fi is the restriction off to MC . Changing notation we may assume that 
satisfies 
f:M-+M 
(f - Al&$ = 0. 
Setting g = -f + hlM we consider the filtration 
M3gM3g2M3 * * * 3 gv-1M 3 g”M = 0, 
wit 
gY-lM # 0. 
For each i we get a commutative diagram 
It follows that in &(End C) we have 
Hence K&End 6) is generated by elements of the form [MN], where h E k. Now 
define 
~W h1N - N]) = (0, [Nl 0 (1 + hfj) if h#O 
and 
4J$?- Nl = (pq, 1) if h = 0, 
K&End C) L K,(C) x (K&Z) F ,&) e 
We want to construct the inverse + going the other way, Define 
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Thenclearly#~$ =idand$o#= d i on the generators. We should also check 
that zj is well defined, i.e., is additive on short exact sequences. 
Let 
O----+M’----+ 
be exact and commutative in C. Then 
and hence 
fou=uof' 
(f - Uhf) 0 u = u 0 (f’ - &l,,) 
so u(Mi) _C MC . Similarly v(MJ _C M”. It follows that u = @ ui and u = oi z+ 
such that the short exact sequence splits into a direct sum of short exact sequen- 
ces 
Hence [f] = xi [fi] = xi [fl] + Ci [f;] and we continue as before. Q.E.D. 
We apply this to the coherent sheaves (see [16]). 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let V be a complete k-variety over an algebraically closed 
field k. Let Coh( V) denote the category of coherent sheaves over the structure sheaf 
of V. Then 
K,(End(Coh V)) s K,,(V) x (K,(V) 9 &,) . 
In particular if V = aalcn = projective n-space then 
K,(End(Coh Pk”)) s Z[X]/(X - 1)12+1 X (z[x]/(r - l)“+l 9 5s) . 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A be a commutative ring. Let Idemp(P(A)) be the category 
of idempotent endomorphisms f : P -+ P with P in P(A) (i.e., f2 =f). Then 
K,(Idemp P(A)) = K,(A) x K,(A). 
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ehe the maps 
Usingf2 = f we see that 
commutes where E(X) = (X -j(x), J(X)). It follows that 4 0 #I = id and $0 6 = 
id. We should also check that the maps are well defined. Let us do it for #:: 
The functor f ++ Kerfz Coker(f) is exact. Similarly j+ IrnjG Kerfl -f) 
= Coker(l - f) is exact since 1 - f is also idempotent. (QED. 
Let C be an additive subcategory of an Abelian category. An endomorphism 
off: M+ M in C is called nilpotent if j” = 0 for some n. The subcategory of 
End C consisting of all nilpotent endomorphisms is denoted by ). The 
zero maps split off such that K,(C) is a direct summand of X0( 
PROPOSITION 4.6. (Bass). (a) K,(Nii 
il P(A)) G K,(A) $ A is a regular ring. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. 
K,(NiB P(A)) z K,(A) 0 
where iV(Ajo is the multiplicative group 
{l + art +- ... + a,t”; ai nilpotent). 
Proof. We define the map 
VW L a> = WI7 Uf)). 
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If f is nilpotent then h,(f) = 1 + art + .*. + ant% with all its coefficients ai 
nilpotent (see [I, p. 2681). Hence Im $J _C K,(A) @ N(A)s . We observe that 
(1 + b,t + ..* + b,tm))-l E NG), since all b, are nilpotent. 
Define 4: K,(A) @ N(A),, -+ K,( N i I)(A)) in the following way: 
(a) Given ([PI, 0) we map it onto [P:p” P]. 
(b) Given (0, 1 + alt + ... + a,t”) with all ai nilpotent we map it onto 
[A” 2 An] - [A” : A”], 
where 
Then f is nilpotent, and it is easily checked that $0 + = id and that the maps are 
- 
well defined (see [l, p. 2921) and hence K,(A) @N(A), splits off as direct 
summand. Q.E.D. 
The knowledge of K,( Nil P(A)) is important for the computation of 
K,(A[t, t-l]) for a nonregular ring A. For instance, it would be interesting to 
know if $ : K,( N i I P(Z/42)) + 2 @ N%/42), is an isomorphism. 
5. HIGHER K-THEORY OF ENDOMORPHISMS 
In this section we consider the higher invariants, i.e., the higher Ki’s of the 
endomorphisms. 
Let C be an exact category in the sense of Quillen [17, p. 99]), i.e., C is a full 
subcategory of an Abelian category A such that if 0 + M’ -+ M” -+ 0 is exact 
in A and M’, M” are in C then M is in C. 
Then End C is an exact category and Quillen’s higher K,(End C) are defined 
for all i > 0. We compute &(End M(k)) where M(K) is the category of finite- 
dimensional vector spaces over a field k. The result, for i 3 1, is 
K(End M(k)) = 0 W[tl/$), 
where the sum runs over all maximal ideals in R[t]. In particular, 
K(End M(4) = @ (Xtl/$>*- 
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1. A Lmg Exact Sequence 
Let A be a Noetherian commutative ring with identity element. Further, 
(A) be the category of finitely generated A-modules. 
multiplicative set of all manic polynomials in the polynomial ring A[t]. Further, 
we use the notation A(t) = S-rA[t]. Note that if A is a field k then k(t) is the 
usual field of rational functions. Then we have a short exact sequence of cate- 
gories (see 12, p. 3841): 
0 + End M(A> -+ WPA[t] ---z 
This is a localization sequence, so by Quillen [17, p. 113, Theorem Sj we have a 
long exact sequence(we use the notation 
THEOREM 5.1. we lime vi = 0 for all i > 0. 
~oker(~~+~~~~] +ui+l K,‘,,A(t)) = K~+rA(t)jK&rA[h]. 
.F%oc$ To get a hint for the general case we first prove that Y* = 0. The 
map 
vo: K, End M(A) -+ &A[t] 
is induced by the inclusion End M(A) +- A [d] . Using the ~haracter~st~~ 
sequence (see [5, p. 6301) 
0 -+ M[t] 3 M[t] --t M 9 0, 
we get 
For the general case we note that the characteristic sequence is functo 
(where M[t] = M @A A[t]). Define three exact functors F’, F, F”: End 
A(t) by F’(M) = F(M) = M[t] and F”(M) = M. 
Then 0 -F’ + F +F” - 0 is a short exact sequence of functors an 
illen [17, p. 1061 we get 
F, = F;: + F$: Ki End M(A) -+ K;A[t]. 
Since F, = Fi it follows that 8’: = vi = 0. 
Remark. K;A[t] g K&4(t). 
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2. The Case of a Field 
Now let A = k be a field. Then we have 
THEOREM 5.2. Ifi > 1 we have 
Ki End M(k) = @ K{(k[t]/p), 
where the sum YU~S over all the maximal ideals in k[t]. In particular, 
Kl End M(k) = @ (k[t]/p)*. 
Proof. By Gersten [9, p. 212, Theorem 1.41 we have an exact sequence for 
all i 3 0: 
0 --+ K,+,W 3 Kr,+lk(t) -+ @ Ki(k[t]/p) + 0. 
Now k[t] and k(t) are regular rings, so 
K;k[t] = Kik[t] and K;k(t) = Kik(t). 
Then Theorem 5.1 implies that 
Ki End M(k) = Coker pi+r = @ K,(k[tJ/p). Q.E.D. 
There is one case when all the Kis are known, namely, when all the fields 
are finite. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let k be a$nite$eld. Then 
Ki End M(k) = 0 if i is even > 0 
= @ (k[fj/p)*@(i+l)/z if i is odd. 
Hue the sum Yuns ovey all the maximal ideals in k[t] and (k[t]/p)*@(i+l)/” means 
the (i + 1)/2-fold tensor product of the multiplicative group (k[t]/p)* with itself. 
Proof. This is just Quillen’s computation of the Kls for a finite field, since 
all the k[tJ/p are finite fields. 
COROLLARY 5.4. If k is an algebraically closed jield then 
Ki End M(k) = @ K,(k). 
k 
The author wants to than Daniel Grayson for pointing out the use of Quillen’s 
result in the proof of Theorem 5.1. It should be added that Grayson has similar 
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results for the endomorphism of P(A) = the category of finitely generated 
projective A-modules, e.g., 
where 
Ki End P(A) = K,(A) @ Coker(&,(A) --+ K,+,(R)), 
a, + a, t + ... + ad”. 
1 + 6, t + -.- + b,P’ 
(see [IO]). 
6. CONJECTURES AND UNSOLVED PROBLEMS 
In this section we list some conjectures and unsolved problems. 
PROBLEM 1. Compute K,(End P(A)) when A is a noncommutative ring. In 
part&Jar compute it for A = skew-field or A = Al = k[x, L3j&], the WeyS- 
algebra in one variable (having the relation -~(a/&) + (?\a~) x = I), Large 
parts of the proof of the main theorem in [2] go through, but we have to avoi 
characteristic polynomial h,(f). F or example, it can be shown that 
enerated by all [A[t]/sA[t]], where s is a manic polynomial 
in A[t]. One way could possibly be to use K,(A[t]) as the value groap instead 
of & * 
PXQBLRV 2. Compute K,(EndM(A)) when A is an in&&e Boolean ring 
(Le., a2 = a for all a in A). 
PROBLEM 3. Compute K,(End M(A)) when A is the coordinate ring of an 
irreducible affine surface with singularities. The simple desin~~arizat~o~ in the 
proof of Theorem 3.18 by taking the integral closure of A wiIL not work here, 
hOBLEIV2 4. Symplectic matrices. Let A be a commutative ring and let 
be the (2% x 2n)-matrix with I = (n x n)-identity matrix. A (2% x Z&)-matrix 
f is called symplectic if 
where * denotes transpose. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. (a) If f is a symplectic matrix then detf = 1 and 
h,(f) = det(1 + tf) = 1 + a,t + *.. + agntzn 
is a reciprocal polynomial, i.e., ai = azn-i . 
(b) Conversely, given a manic reciprocal polynomial of even degree, there 
exists a symplectic matrix having the given polynomial as characteristic polynomial. 
Proof. (a) E’irst, det f = 1 is found in [3]. We have f -r = u-If *u so 
A,(f -1) = A,@-lf “2.4) = h,(f *> = At(f). 
But 
&(f-1) = det(1 + tf-l) = detf -r det(t * 1) det(1 + t-‘f) 
= tnh,-l(f > = X$(f) 
proves (a). 
(b) This follows from an ingenious construction by Kirby [15]. 
Q.E.D. 
A projective module P E P(A) is symplectic if it has an alternating bilinear 
form ( , ) such that x t-+ (x, *> is an isomorphism P -+ P*. Let P I Q denote 
P @Q with the direct sum form ((p, q), (p’, 4’)) = <p, p’} + (4, 4’). Then 
KSps(A) is the free Abelian group with generators all symplectic A-modules 
[P], modulo relations [PJ = [P’] + [P”] if Pr P’ J- P”. 
An endomorphism f: P -+ P is symplectic if (fx,fy> = (x, y) for all x, y 
in P. One can show that by adding another symplectic module Q one can com- 
pute h,(f) as At of a symplectic matrix. Hence 
Conjecture 6.2. The Grothendieck group of the symplectic endomorphisms 
is 
K Sp,(A) x (U/V; u, v reciprocal polynomials in A[t] with constant term I}. 
PROBLEM 5 (D. Ferrand). Let v: A -+ B be a ring homomorphism. Com- 
pute 
G,(B) = K,{B-modules that are finitely generated as A-modules}. 
In particular we have 
G.&WI) = K@nd W-4) 
so the problem is not easy in general. One interesting case could be 
i.e., the Grothendieck group of commuting pairs of endomorphisms. 
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ROBLEM 6 (D. Ferrand). Let q be a fixed manic polynomial in A[t], where 
A is a commutative ring. Compute 
K,(f: P 3 P; P E P(A) and q(f) = 0). 
If q = t2 - t this is the same as f is an idempotent, and the problem is solved 
in Theorem 4.5. 
PROBLEM 7. Find the structure of the ring & . If we strike out all powers 
of t larger than t” in d,, we get a new ring 6, . Thus Cl = A and C2 = A2 with 
the operations 
compute Cn in general! If A = Z/22 then C, = Z/42 and C3 = Zj2.Z x Z/‘4.Z 
PROBLEM 8. Let C be the category of finite complexes with 0 -+ M, -+ ... -+ 
Mr + M0 -+ 0, lM$ E M(A) (or P(A)). Compute K,,(End ). A variation of this 
is the category C of “Fredholm complexes” 6, 
O-M,+ ~-*-+M,-+lw~40j 
where all the homology modules H,(C.) are in 
K,(End C). 
PROBLEM 9. First a definition: Let F be a functor from commutative rings 
to commutative rings. An operation PL: F -+ I? is a natural transformation com- 
muting with base change, i.e., if q: A ---f B is a ring homomorphism then 
commutes. 
The set Qp, of all operations p: F +- F is a ring if we define addition and 
multiplication componentwise: 
The problem is to compute the ring Op, when F(A) = K,,(End 
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F(y) = B @A . . In Corollary 3.2 some examples of operations are given, 
A*, F*, i?, , P, P, substitution. 
Do these operations generate Op F ? Find a minimal set of generators! One can 
also take F(A) = K,(A) and F(A) = A$ . See [4] for a similar problem. In the 
theory of formal groups there are also some results reminiscent of this problem. 
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